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Analyze This

Is There Life After
Administration?
By Sharon Dowdy, M.S., R.T.R.

Healthcare has evolved. What an understatement.
Radiology administrators would probably describe
this evolution somewhere between a fantastic adven-

ture and their worst nightmare. In the 1960s, good health care
was measured by a greater than 2:1 healthcare worker to
patient ratio, and radiology administrators were RTs who
worked their way up through the trenches with a veracity for
helping people. In the 1990s, good health care is measured by
man-hours per stat, and the prior job experience necessary to
land a position as a radiology administrator is an assembly
line foreman. It's no wonder that radiology administrators are
scrambling in search of an alternate career.

During the last century, radiology adminis-
trators were expected to broaden their manage-
ment skills and reach out into all areas of the
hospital setting. Many became managers of
multiple clinical areas that were technically far
removed from our imaging backgrounds. This
expansion of our roles as leaders caused many
to feel an intense pressure to achieve and a high level of frus-
tration as the learning curve sharply moved upward. As some
worked to achieve and excel at their new demands, their opti-
mism and future desires began to change. No longer feeling
the sense of security and satisfaction that the hospital setting
formerly provided, many past and present administrators
began looking for alternate opportunities within the health
care setting. The most prevalent transition in recent years has
been the shift from radiology administrators to consultants
and medical office managers.

By Paul Thomas

Even in the best of times, employee
problems can make life seem as if it's
intolerable. Today's job market is
particularly tough. Finding the right
people to staff an organization can
oftentimes be more difficult than
managing patient services. In the
past, many organizations would
view employee problems as the
"problems of the employee." There
was a reluctance to acknowledge that
many employee problems are created
by the structure, systems, processes,
and procedures of the organization.
Oftentimes, issues of corporate cul-
ture and work environment con-
tributed to making employee, man-
agement, and executive relationships
adversarial in nature. Sprinkle in
union influence and, for good meas-
ure, state and federal bureaucrats
dictating employment policies, and
you have all the makings of an epic
drama.

Every organization has employee
problems. What differentiates many
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You Can Teach an Old Dog (or Radiology Administrator) New Tricks

• • PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

First let me extend a warm greet-
ing to each of you. I hope each of
you are enjoying this glorious

time of the year. Fall has always been
one of my favorite seasons. It is the
true harvest time of life. We are all in
such a rush during the summer sea-
son—work, vacations, graduations,
weddings, and births. Normally when
fall begins that signals the time for me
to slow my pace and start enjoying the
hard work of the summer. But not this
year! This year, we will not experience
a slower pace. 

This is one of the busiest times of
the year for the AHRA. I knew that
Mary and the staff always had a lot
going on, but this year I see it through
a different pair of eyes. This is mem-
bership renewal time, closing the cur-
rent fiscal year’s books, starting the
new fiscal year, planning conferences,
working on next year's annual meet-
ing, and so on. Add to this dealing
with a new president, board directors,
and preparing board minutes, reports,
and books for our first board meeting,
and this is when you are thankful that
we have a dedicated board, great
group of volunteers, an executive
director, and a great staff at the
AHRA. So stay tuned for updates on
the coming year.

Now that I have your curiosity
peaked, let me tell you how this "old
dog" learned several new tricks. Each
year, the AHRA Education
Foundation, through the sponsorship
of Nycomed Amersham, offers our
members the privilege to participate in
the Partners in Learning program. This
is a wonderful opportunity to visit a
host site and spend time with one of
your peers. During this time you not
only have several days of priceless
mentoring, you also see and experi-
ence how other facilities operate. 

I have been a host site, but never
the "guest," until last month. Many of
you probably think that this is only for
new managers. Think again. I have
been in this beloved field of ours for

thirty plus years. I had been in the
hospital setting for more than twenty
years and in the clinical outpatient set-
ting now for ten years. I
felt like I was a rather
versed and seasoned
manager. I have seen
most everything that
could possibly happen.
I have seen the glorious
days of "Fee for
Service" and now the
"Days of Mangled
Care."

I applied for the
Partners in Learning
Program and chose to visit
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center
for two reasons (besides Monte
Clinton and his wonderful staff):
n Since we are always in a constant

state of change—or as some of you call
it "Opportunity"—I felt I needed to
fine tune my skills; and
n As president of the AHRA, I

wanted to be able to relate and under-

stand each side of our membership.
When I first became a member of

the AHRA, I was in the hospital set-
ting. In 1990, I went to the clinical out-
patient setting. At that time, the associ-
ation had a low percentage of non-hos-
pital managers. As long as I was in the
hospital setting I felt like the AHRA
was meeting my needs. When I
became one of the non-hospital types,
that changed. Although many of the
education topics, the products, and the
networking were applicable to any
manger, a piece was still missing. I
began my "preaching" about offering
sessions and educational topics that

met our specific needs. Thanks to an
increase in non-hospital managers
with strong voices, a focus on meeting

the needs of all
members, regard-
less of their envi-
ronment, evolved.
The AHRA has
progressed in this
area, but it still has
room for improve-
ment. 

Since I had been
out of the hospital
setting for ten
years, I felt that I

needed to be updated on hospital
operations. What I got was an infusion.
I had been going through a tough time
in my own work environment and the
Partners in Learning experience gave
me more than I expected or hoped to
gain. 

I was submerged in an environ-
ment of dedicated, professional, and
talented managers and directors.
Monte will tell you immediately that
he is so blessed to be associated with
his staff and his work environment. 

I attended hospital-wide directors
meetings, sat with his managers and
picked their brains on personnel
issues, billing, staffing, department
morale, managed care, equipment, and
more. I attended meetings with his
Vice President and Department Chair.
I visited Dartmouth-Hitchcock's clini-
cal site, which was very similar to
mine. What an experience!

So never believe it when someone
says you can't teach an old dog new
tricks. This "old dog" learned a lot and
came home with a fresh new outlook
and a mental infusion.

Monte, thanks to you, your won-
derful staff, and Dartmouth-Hitchcock
Medical Center for an experience that I
shall never forget. 

Until next month, have a great fall
journey! n

DiAnne D. Wallace, FAHRA
Director of Imaging Services
Fayette Medical Clinic, P.C.

101 Yorktown Drive
Fayetteville, GA 30214
Phone: 770/460-4313

Fax: 770/460-4752
dizzyann@aol.com 

Since I had been out
of the hospital setting

for ten years, I felt
that I needed to be
updated. What I got

was an infusion.
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It Was All Business in Boston
• • BOARD MEETING SUMMARY

The New England leaves were
changing, Radiology
Management’s look has changed,

AHRA’s winter conference is “The
Changing Workforce,” and the first
official board meeting of the year
focused on the positive changes tak-
ing place for the organization in FY
2001.

The first change actually took place
in planning for this meeting, when the
Board of Directors slightly altered its
breakout team format. Implemented
last year as four teams (Administra-
tive, Education, Finance, and Mem-
bership), the board now breaks out
into a Finance and Development
Team, a Membership Development

Team (which includes education and
products), and a Planning Team to
tackle individual issues.

Chaired by Ted Caveglia, the
Finance Team considered and pro-
posed to the board (which was
approved) changing AHRA’s fiscal
year to January 1 - December 31. This
transition will more easily allow for
revenue generated by the annual
meeting to be reflected in the end-of-

year reports.
Reviewing AHRA’s preliminary

financial reports for FY 2000, the
team also reported a positive finan-
cial year—the third such year in a
row!

The Membership Development
Team, under chair Debby Platt, pro-
posed changing Fellows criteria to
reflect current, updated volunteer
opportunities. It also proposed
expanding the eligible candidates for
the Gold Award to include current
board members. A change to make
the listserv members only (see page 5)
was discussed, and the team reviewed
the proposed National Institutes of
Health establishment of the National
Institute of Biomedical Imaging and
Engineering (see page 5), asking the
full board to support AHRA’s
approval of the legislation. All consid-
erations were approved by the board.
The group also reviewed the annual
member survey results from 1999 and
2000.

The Planning Team, chaired by
Sheila Sferrella, established a new
strategic planning cycle, reviewed the
work of AHRA’s liaisons, also consid-
ered changing the fiscal year, and
reviewed the steps necessary to imple-
ment an annual board self-evaluation.

Finally, the group welcomed ASRT
President Michael DelVecchio and
ASRT CEO Lynn May, who updated
AHRA on the status of the Consumer
Assurance of Radiologic Excellence

(CARE) Act. The
CARE Act is federal leg-

islation being pursued by
ASRT and a consortium of other relat-
ed organizations to establish federal
minimum education and certification
standards for personnel who perform
medical imaging and radiation thera-
py procedures.

In short, the times, they are-a
changing, and AHRA moved its
cheese on the following actions:
n Changed the AHRA fiscal year

from September 1 - August 31 to
January 1 - December 31

nModified the Fellows criteria to
take advantage of previous, cur-
rent, and future volunteer
opportunities

n Enabled anyone deemed deserv-
ing of AHRA’s Gold Award
eligiible to receive it; allowed the
possibility of more than one such
recipient annually

n Revised policies for the role of
the Editor and and Editor-in-
Chief of Radiology Management
and the Editorial Review Board

n Elected the members of the
Executive Committee and estab-
lished the authority delegated to
it

n Approved changes to AHRA
purchase order policy

n Approved the nominations team
selection

The Board of Directors will next
meet in January. n
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Golden Pen Earns

AHRA�s Highest

Honor Energy-efficient and

EducationalE nergize! stood for more than just the name of AHRAs

28th Annual Meeting and Exposition in Nashvilleit

was the mood and daily routine of the week as well.

This conference lacked nothingfrom the early morning

exercises in the Energize CafØ to the motivational keynote

speeches to the Hot Spot cash drawings in the exhibit hall and

silent auction and to the foot-stomping and toe-tapping at the

famous Wildhorse Saloon. AHRA was an association on the

move last month, and it wasnt just because of the revolving

floor in the Cascades Terrace

Lounge.Created by the dedicated

and innovative Design Team

and the extremely efficient and

talented Hachero-Hill

Conference Managers, Energize!

outshone many of the past

endeavors. Workshops and

breakout sessions were informa-

tive and educational for even

the most seasoned administra-

tor, and one had better luck

finding an empty seat on a rush

hour subway than at the keynote session

annual meeting surpassed every ex

and experience, lauded AHR

Reitter. I can say witho

best conference ye

put so much

The honors keep piling up for Mel

Allen. Installed as a new board mem-

ber in Nashville, Allen also received

the organization’s highest honor, the

2000 Gold Award.
Allen, best known for his profi-

cient writing, is the 23rd member to

win the award, first given out in

1982. An extremely active member of

the organization, Allen was nominat-

ed by Monte Clinton, FAHRA, for

being a "longstanding, faithful mem-

ber of AHRA-one who has con-

tributed much to the organization

and to our members."

A member since 1990, Allen

earned his fellow status in 1996. He

has served AHRA in various posi-

tions, most notably as editor of

Radiology Management and Chair of

the Editorial Committee from 1991 to

1995. He has also been the National

Vice President, the National Finance

Chair, and has facilitated the Writer’s

Workshops.Allen is the author of five books

and no fewer than 35 articles for

• • ANNUAL MEETING HIGHLIGHTS

Music City All Stars wowed

fancy footwork at the O

sored by Eastman

Get Link Online!
Now you don’t have to wait for
Link to come to you. Just go to
www.ahraonline.org and download
a PDF version of Link each month!
(Note: This doesn’t replace your
printed version. You will continue
to receive Link in the mail as well.)

AHRA finished in the
black financially for

the third straight year.
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Calendar
Conferences and Meetings

Voice Recognition, featuring Sheila Sferrella
November 15, 2000
1:00-2:30PM (EST)
Sponsored by PowerScribe
HIPAA, featuring Craig Nulan
Sponsored by Cerner
Watch for details!

The Changing Workforce
APCs, Value Systems in the Workplace, Employee
Recruitment, Selection and Retention of Quality
Employees
February 2-3, 2001
Hyatt Regency at Civic Place, Phoenix, AZ

Electronic Imaging Conference
March 23-25, 2001 
Wyndham Atlanta Hotel, Atlanta, GA

ahra’s First International Conference
The Pros and Cons of National Healthcare...Assessing
International Candidates...and more!
May 10-12, 2001 
Toronto, Ontario

2001 Annual Meeting
Odyssey 2001 29th Annual Meeting & Exposition
July 30-August 3, 2001 
MGM Grand Hotel
Las Vegas, Nevada

Meeting Planners
Hachero-Hill
6220 Montrose Road
Rockville, MD  20852

For information, call toll free (877) 984-6338 or (301)
984-9450, followed by the appropriate extension:

Registration Corey Chandler x17
Exhibits David McDonnell x16
Speakers Linda Hachero x13

ahra Audioconferences

Conferences

DiAnne D. Wallace
President
(770) 460-4313
dizzyann@aol.com

James D. Mace
Past-President
(614) 895-9900 x150
JDM@Macegroup.com

Sheila M. Sferrella
President-elect
(610) 402-8088
Sheila.Sferrella@lvh.com

Mel Allen
(913) 588-6843
mallen@kumc.edu

Sandra Anderson
(719) 365-5724
sandy.anderson@memhospcs.org

Kay Baker
(770) 919-1232
kbaker@mindspring.com

Theodore J. Caveglia
Finance Director
(724) 935-5557
TJCaveglia@aol.com

Timothy DeLong
(847) 803-1645
Tjrnsrad@aol.com

Julie Hughes
(206) 526-2134
jhugh1@chmc.org

Joe Lopez
(972) 487-2470
joe.lopez@tenethealth.com

Laurel Patt
(860) 344-6510
laurel_patt@mailservb.midhosp.chime.org

Debra Platt
Education Director
(775) 888-0204
debplatt@aol.com

Gerald Richard
(319) 589-9021
Richardj@trinity-health.org

Jeffrey Schaefer
(520) 694-22960
jschaefer@umcaz.edu

Mark Viau
(561) 393-4167
mviau@brch.com

AHRA Board of Directors

Congratulations to Design Team member and Link
columnist Hazel Hacker, who was just appointed
President of the New Jersey Medical Society’s Practice
Manager Society. The NJMS recently started a new divi-
sion for administrators, over which Hazel will pre-
side. . . Congrats and good luck to Fellows Mel Allen
and Tim DeLong, who have both accepted new posi-
tions this month. Mel is leaving his position at the
University of Kansas Medical Center to join Siemens,
while Tim has accepted a position as Midwest Account
Executive for Canon Medical Systems. 

Around the

a h r a
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This month’s featured web site is
the radiology department at: 

University of Pennsylvania
www.rad.upenn.edu

This unique site targets both
radiology professionals and
patients. In addition to a Case
of the Week, the site features
specific procedures such as
Percutaneous Interventional
Treatment of Chylothorax and
Uterine Artery Embolization for
Treatment of Fibroids. A good-
sized list of electronic journals
links you to some of the best
resources available. For
patients, a search allows users
to find out about particular
exams.

This feature is designed to enable
AHRA members to visit other

members’ sites to share and com-
pare, obtain valuable information
and to network. If you would like
to submit your department’s web

site, or another that you have seen,
e-mail the site’s address to: 

publications@ahraonline.org.

No commercial submissions, please.

Web Site
of the
Month

Log on to our web site this month
and check out our new and
improved design. Thanks to the help
and expertise of Excel-Online,
www.ahraonline.org is now more
informational and user-friendly.
New features include a searchable
database of Radiology Management
articles (sponsored by Agfa), med-
ical and professional industry news
items on the home page, a job listing
section searchable by geographic
region, a photographic listing of
board and staff members, down-
loadable PDF files of Link and
Vision, and a “Search this Site”
option. 

Some of the site’s current—and
some of the new—features will now
be restricted to members only. This
is so that we can bring you more of
your exclusive membership benefits
online, an added convenience that
many of you have requested. All
you need to access this restricted
information is your Member ID
number.

Be sure to log on often, as we
will keep you abreast of the latest
AHRA news, conferences, products,
announcements, and changes
through our regularly updated
home page.

Listserv Becomes Exclusive
Member Benefit
One of AHRA’s most valued servic-
es is the listserv—a benefit that, up
until now, has been given away for
free, to anyone wishing to partici-
pate. Recently, however, the listserv
has been inundated with inappro-
priate postings—messages that vio-
late one or more of the guidelines—
that take away from the listserv’s
intended purpose to provide an
open and honest exchange among
peers.

Beginning on December 1, the
listserv is going to be open only to

AHRA members, becoming an
added membership benefit. “The
purpose for this is twofold,”
explained Mary Reitter, Executive
Director. “Not only will it hopefully
decrease the amount of frustration
caused by inappropriate postings,
but we also feel that as a member of
AHRA, you should be entitled to
more benefits than non-members.
Surveys have shown in the past that
the listserv is one of the top services
that AHRA offers, and we want to
reward your devotion to us by giv-
ing you more for your dollar.”

Watch the listserv in the coming
weeks for more information about
this transition.

Member Get a Member
Campaign Kicks Off
Enclosed in this issue is an
announcement of the new Member
Get a Member campaign. Recruit
new members and win a prize,
including a trip to the 2001 Annual
Meeting in Las Vegas for the Grand
Prize Winner.

Medical Imaging Could Get
Own Institute
According to the National Coalition
for Quality Diagnostic Imaging
Services, the U.S. Congress is con-
sidering legislation to establish an
Institute of Biomedical Imaging and
Engineering (Monthly Diagnosis,
September 2000). If enacted, this
measure could have favorable, long-
term consequences for medical
imaging.

H.R. 1795 and S. 1110 call for
establishing the Institute at the
National Institutes of Health (NIH).
If passed, the law would fund basic
imaging research and could foster
meaningful advances in medical
imaging through scientific investiga-
tion at a dedicated imaging institute.

www.ahraonline.org Gets New Look

• • AHRA NEWS
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By Robbie Edge

Last month, I broke down where
your registration fee for the Annual
Meeting goes. In this column, I will
begin to describe the actual planning
process—one that starts almost
immediately after the close of the
previous Annual Meeting. Our
biggest task thus far has been to
select keynote speakers—a process
much more involved than it might
sound.

First stop: New Orleans. After ori-
enting our new planning members to
the team and establishing the time-
line to accomplish tasks, we began
reviewing videotapes of potential
speakers. Our schedule is rather
ambitious in that we plan to have the
final program ready by early
November, so that Hachero-Hill can
go to work signing contracts with
these speakers. This will enable us to
have everything all set by January. 

After reviewing tape after endless
tape, we checked out the Hilton
Riverwalk in New Orleans, Louisiana

as a potential site for the 2002 meet-
ing—a great site by the way!

Next stop: San Diego. We began to
review the interviews that had been
conducted with the speakers, selected
all the keynote speakers, and looked
at two types of bags and four types of
name badge holders for the meeting.
We also toured the San Diego
Marriott and Convention Center as a
potential site for a future Annual
Meeting. 

We then discussed how the struc-
ture of the contract with the MGM
could affect perceptions of the meet-
ing. For example, the MGM provides
us ample space; in return, however,
we must order more food. You will
probably find the menus a bit more
generous than those in Nashville. We
expect that it will be the same in
future meetings, so the team decided
to provide a mixture of culinary and
beverage experiences.  

We also decided to move the
keynote speakers to just before lunch,
using this rationale:  Early birds can
go to class right away at 8 a.m., and

night owls can get up a bit later and
still enjoy the keynote speakers.
Lunch will be held in the exhibit hall
again every day, we will continue to
feature e-handouts and a fun run,
and the Education Foundation will
repeat its successful golf tournament.
Unfortunately for you early exercis-
ers, no aerobics or line dancing this
year.

This month, we will finish the
speaker selection process, set the pro-
gram, plan the theme party, and
select team and attendee shirts for
sale. After the November meeting,
our next planning meeting will be in
April at the MGM Grand, where
Gordon Ah Tye and Deanna Welch
will join the team for site planning.

Plan early to attend Odyssey 2001
July 30 through August 3, 2001. It
will be the best AHRA Annual
Meeting ever! n

Robbie Edge is the Team Leader for the 2000
and 2001 Annual Meetings. Robbie can be
contacted at redge@jps.net.

To Speak or Not to Speak�That was the Decision
• • PLANNING FOR THE ANNUAL MEETING

Years of experience in providing
health care, coupled with technical
knowledge, make the transformation
from administrator to consultant a
natural one. At every conference I
attend, I hear “I want to go into con-
sulting." Administrators believe that a
consultant’s salary is good and the
workday is shorter and stress-free.
Don't fool yourself—the hours of a
consultant can be just as demanding
as an imaging department. It usually
involves a lot of travel and long hours
spent developing reports. Should the
administrator choose this path, he or
she must constantly keep abreast of
new technology and innovations
while sharing his/her knowledge
willingly and non-judgmentally. Of
course, this requires much spare time

spent poring over technical and pro-
fessional publications, thus reducing
the amount of "free" time available to
enjoy outside personal interest. In
addition, immense organization,
extreme dependability, intense intu-
ition, and fair scrutinization are char-
acteristics for a good consultant. Of
course, since many of these same
virtues are also present in a good
radiology administrator, this transi-
tion may be an easy one.

In contrast, a more challenging
transformation for the radiology pro-
fessional may be in jumping the fence
into a lower salaried position as a
medical office manager. In the med-
ical office environment, many of the
management skills learned in radiolo-
gy administration will continue to

flourish and grow. For example, per-
sonnel management skills are even
more sharply honed in this environ-
ment due to close working condi-
tions. Therefore, the development of
the team approach is of paramount
importance.

Financial experience is another
area that provides a solid foundation
for the responsibilities of a medical
office manager. Creating, calculating,
and interpreting spreadsheets will
continue to be the focus within any
environment that is cognizant of
growth and prosperity. Certainly, the
demands for pro forma evaluation of
lengthy proposal and justification
reports are significantly reduced.
However, the same ideals for profit
and loss statements, reduction of

continued on page 9

Life After Administration
continued from page 1
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By Gail Nielsen

At the September Coalition for Allied
Health Leadership meeting in
Washington, D.C., participants deliv-
ered their research and work project
reports. Following is a summary of
the research developed on the subject
of the impact of the “Graying of
America” on both the U.S. popula-
tion and on the healthcare workforce.
At a time when the burgeoning age
of Americans threatens to overload
the healthcare system, the care
providers are thinning in ranks as
baby boomers prepare to retire. Not
only are we experiencing shortages of
technologists, supervisors, faculty,
and administrators because of losses
to other fields such as high tech
industries, we are also losing a huge
cohort to the aging processes and
impending retirement. What are the
threats and the recommendations?

I encourage you to read the
framework of the “Graying in
America” project below:   

The Graying of America:
Implications for Allied Health
Education and Research

Scope of Project:
This is intended to be an information-
al paper that summarizes an analysis
of the impact of the aging population
on the education and practice of a
select group of allied health profes-
sions—clinical laboratory science,
occupational therapy, physical thera-
py, and radiologic technology. These
professional areas were used for
focusing on geriatric care by the
allied health professions and high-
lighting the need for education/train-
ing and research funding in the area.

The project examines the follow-
ing areas:

1. Aging and its impact on health
care. Examines the impact aging
baby boomers will have on the
U.S. healthcare system, particu-

larly with respect to the target
professions as listed above.

2. Allied Health Education: the geri-
atric patient. Discusses the need
for age specific competencies
and course curricula that
address the geriatric population
in schools of allied health.
Educators are challenged to
determine more broadly
whether and how allied health
schools/programs are address-
ing this need.

The Adult Learner. This section
provides educators with a list of
considerations for working with
"older" students.

3. The graying workforce. Examines
how aging is impacting our
workforce and how general
workforce trends are reflected
in what is being referred to as
“a surge of retirements” of fac-
ulty and staff of allied health
programs. A key concern is
whether we are mentoring
enough young professionals to
teach the next generation of
allied health practitioners.

4. Fiscal support for allied health
training/education and research.
Evaluates the fiscal funding that
has been available for allied
health education and training.
The target professions are used
in comparison to the funding
generally available to the pro-
fession of nursing as a bench-
mark.

5. Recommendations. The paper
concludes with a list of recom-
mendations.

Next steps and proposed timeline: 
1. Research project. The paper

establishes a foundation for future

research.
2. Publication. The authors are

interested in revising the paper for
submission to the Journal of Allied
Health.

3. Timeline. A version suitable for
submission for publication will be
completed by January, 2001. Further
research will commence following
that time.

As you can see, this is a very time-
ly and significant topic. The next step
is to submit a proposal for funding a
conference and further research. We
will continue to keep you informed
of the progress of this research.

If you need further information or
would like to contact the team to pro-
vide input, comment, or assistance,
contact me at isgail@home.com. n

The Allied Health Connection is a monthly
feature in Link.

A Work in Progress
• • ALLIED HEALTH CONNECTION

Where Are You?

We have lost touch with the
following members. If you
know how to contact any of
them, please call us at (800)
334-2472 or e-mail us at 
memberservices@ahraonline.org.

Ralph W. Coates
Charles F. DiNolfo
Tammie A. Dunbar
Michael J. Fields

Richard H. Frechotte
John Krepshaw

Teresa Perreault Lenhart
Carol Ann McGlade

Catherine G. Mendez
Drew Risinger

Raneo C. Samaniego
Janis Samara

Ray A. Schemm
Tracey Smith-Scioscia

John C. Smagula
Ernie Stewart
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high-performance work groups from
underachievers is the way they deal with
employee issues. When your workplace
has employee problems, do you rush to
judgment in taking corrective action? If
you do, don't feel alone; most companies
do. Organizations tend to have an
unhealthy attitude about the conflict cre-
ated by employee problems. Most organ-
izations will seek to eliminate (or avoid)
the conflict just as quickly as is humanly
possible.

Most companies move from problem
identification to prescription without
adequate analysis or diagnosis. There is
a tendency to apply the "quick fix" in an
effort to end conflict. Conflict is natural.
Problem creation and problem resolution
is part of the human experience in gener-
al and, specifically, part of the work
process. If organizations never had prob-
lems and all things were in total harmo-
ny, there would be no need for creating
levels of authority or responsibility.
Everyone could report directly to the
CEO.

Size would not be an issue. A three
person company or a 1,000 person com-
pany would run smoothly. We do need
structure and systems and people work-
ing together to solve problems, but the
end game is never harmony. Harmony is
unnatural. We need balance. Balance is
achieved by keeping perspective and
striving to understand why we lose our
balance. If we don't understand the
things that go wrong in our organiza-
tions, how can we possibly avoid making
the same mistakes over and over again?

Analysis and diagnosis play a very
important part in helping all of us to
achieve balance. These principles apply
equally to our personal and professional
lives. We can solve problems—especially
employee problems—by understanding
all the issues at hand. We need to move
away from "blaming" and toward under-
standing.

Most people problems are process
problems. Look around at your problem
employees and ask yourself:  Why did I
hire this person? Would I hire this person
today? What has changed and why? What

can be done differently to solve this employ-
ee's issues?

We don't try to hire workers who will
create problems. If your company is in
the habit of constantly hiring, training,
and firing people, you are wasting valu-
able human, capital, and knowledge
resources. Look at your turnover rates. If
they are too high, you have a big prob-
lem, and if they are growing, they could
threaten your ability to effectively man-
age.

Every organization has employees
who should not be part of the company.
Yet, we keep them and they stay. They
are unhappy, and we are unhappy. At
the same time, we have great people
who leave our companies and are sorry
to go, and we are sorry to see them go.
So, why do the bad stay and the good
go? Because we make it easy for both
groups. We accept turnover and dissatis-
faction as part of the employment
process. To a certain degree it is. But, as I
stated before, if the turnover rate is too
high, the company is at risk.

The challenge becomes to keep the
good, let the bad go, and maintain bal-
ance. So how do we accomplish this? We
begin by analyzing why people are leav-
ing and why underachievers are staying.
Only by understanding the dynamics of
the working environment can we move
to prescription. Do we listen to our
employees? Do we provide them con-
stant feedback? Do we tolerate poor per-
formance? Do we have high standards?
Do we hold people accountable and
make them responsible? Do we act as
employers or babysitters?

Solving employee problems means
understanding the issues and making
meaningful change. Sometimes, employ-
ees need to leave to be more satisfied or
to enhance their careers. What needs to
be done, however, is to keep the best,
develop the ones who want to con-
tribute, and let the underachievers go. n

Paul Thomas is a monthly columnist for Link. The
CEO of The Thomas Group, Ltd., Paul can be
contacted at pt@tgltd.com.

Analyze This
continued from page 1

The ChangingWorkforce:
APCs, Value Systems in
the Workplace, Employee
Recruitment, Selection
and Retention of Quality
Employees

February 2�3, 2001
Phoenix, Arizona

AHRA’s first look at APCs
and coding issues for 2001
If you are suffering staffing
shortages, employee rela-
tions and retention prob-
lems, or if you are having

difficulty managing a
diverse workforce that

lacks motivation—you can’t
afford to miss this 

conference.

Approved for 11.5 ARRT Category A
Credits

Hyatt Regency at Civic Place
122 N. Second Street

Phoenix, Arizona

Make your reservations
today!

602-252-1234

} Where the tech shortage is
headed 
} Tips for managing, under-

standing, and motivating a
changing, more diverse work-
force
} Current coding updates
} Implement methods for

recruitment utilizing existing
staff

3 Easy Ways to Register
FAX
978/443-8046
With American Express, MasterCard or
VISA payment only

INTERNET
www.ahraonline.org
With American Express, MasterCard or
VISA payment only

MAIL
AHRA, P.O. Box 334, 
Sudbury, MA 01776

Questions
Call 800/334-2472

Visit our website at 
www.ahraonline.org
to view more info or 

download the full brochure!

Members $299
Nonmembers $399
Single day registrations also available
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Nominate the 2001-02 AHRA Board of Directors
Responsibilities
Board Members provide governance for the organization. They are responsible for directing, evaluating and monitoring
the association’s accomplishments. In addition, Board Members guide the performance of AHRA’s management organi-
zation, teams, task forces and appointed committees. The AHRA Board of Directors will provide strategic vision for the
organization as well as approve an annual budget. Board Members will attend scheduled meetings; provide financial,
ethical and association oversight; and recommend changes to AHRA bylaws, policies and procedures. 

President-Elect
This office represents a three-year progressive volunteer commitment to AHRA as President-Elect, President and Past
President. In the absence of the President, the President-Elect shall perform the duties of President. The President-Elect
prepares to lead the association as the AHRA President and Chief Executive Officer. As President and Past President,
this individual also represents the association on the AHRA Education Foundation Board.

Directors-at-Large
Directors serve a two-year term or until their successors assume office. No Director may serve more than two, two-year
terms with the exception of a Director who runs for the office of President-Elect. Directors are assigned advocacy over-
sight for association activity based on previous contributions, career experience and personal interests.

I recommend the following AHRA members for consideration as candidates for the 2000-2001 AHRA Board of
Directors:

President-Elect __________________________ Director-at-Large _______________________________

__________________________ _______________________________

Submitted by __________________________ _______________________________

Return to AHRA, PO BOX 334, Sudbury, MA 01776 by January 13, 2001
or submit via our web site www.ahraonline.org

expenses, and improved utilization of
staff are firmly present in the medical
offices. Because the amount of opera-
tions is significantly reduced from the
customary operations of an imaging
department, the radiology adminis-
trator should be easily in control of
the financial pressures of a medical
office.

Another smooth transference of
experience is in the areas of Quality
Assurance, Quality Control, and
Continuous Quality Improvement.
These skills can still be well utilized
in the medical office environment.
Ironically, an office may be tracking
how long it takes to get radiology
reports for it's physicians! Therefore,
your understanding of CQI principles
and implementation of tools for data
collection will provide valuable
insight into verifiable outcomes and

improvements.
For radiology administrators

whose backgrounds are from a 125-
bed or larger hospital facility, the
medical office environment may
require you to shift a lower gear,
which is the reason for the lower
salary. Certainly, the pressures of a
24-hour/365 day a year facility are
non-existent in the office situation.
Because a medical office has more
definitive hours, the manager can fre-
quently enjoy a social and profession-
al life. The worries of staffing three
shifts and resolutions of problems
during those times are all but elimi-
nated, therefore allowing the manag-
er to participate in personal interests
or hobbies after office hours. Also,
not being in an office setting, you will
probably not be dealing with critical-
ly ill patients requiring immediate

medical attention. Therefore, the
stress of dealing with a life-threaten-
ing situation is drastically reduced.

So rest assured that there is life
after serving your time as a radiology
administrator. Determining the chal-
lenges you want to meet or the stress-
ful situations you want to avoid play
key roles in your decision.
Administrators should be prepared to
dedicate a lot of thought and consid-
eration into that decision so that it is
valid and not spontaneous.

Personally, my choice is for short
hours and a stress-free environment,
so I'm going to sell coconuts on a pier
in Florida. n

Sharon Dowdy has been an AHRA member
since 1980. She can be contacted at dowdy-
managment@yahoo.com.

Life After Administration
continued from page 6
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• • CLASSIFIED

POSITIONS OPEN

more u

Construction and Renovation Guide
for Imaging Facilities

Written by an ahra Editorial Team of 
experienced imaging managers

A practical, in-depth resource offering you:

v216 pages of detailed information presented in an easy-
to-use format
vGuidelines, checklists and case studies you can refer-

ence
vMore than 50 full-page architectural drawings of equip-

ment layouts
vGeneral principles of design, planning and budgeting

applied to the specific needs of imaging departments
vChapters dedicated to individual imaging modalities

To Order call 1-800-334-2472 or 978-443-7591 or order online at
www.ahraonline.org.
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ahra
111 Boston Post Road
Suite 105
Sudbury, MA  01776

Link
Winner!

• • CLASSIFIED

POSITIONS OPEN

Assistant Director
Kaiser Permanente, San Diego Medical Center, is seek-
ing a talented and highly motivated individual to join
our team of professionals as an Assistant Director,
Diagnostic Imaging Services.

This position will be responsible for managing the
daily operations of an assigned area within the
Diagnostic Imaging department. Bachelor’s degree
with 3-5 years clinical experience and previous super-
visory experience in a full service imaging dept within
a medical center required. Must possess CRT/ARRT or
CNMT certification. Strong communications skills and
labor relation skills essential.

We offer a competitive salary and an excellent bene-
fit package. For immediate consideration, mail fax
resume to 619-528-5209, Attn: Cindy Murnane, e-mail
to Cindy.D.Murnane@kp.org.

Radiology Directors/Managers
Attractive interim opportunities exist in many facilities
nationwide! If you would accept a short-term assign-
ment, send resume, requirements, and the names,
addresses and phone numbers of four
professional/managerial references to: the Nielsen
Healthcare Group, Dept. I, 8460 Watson Road, Suite
225, St. Louis, MO  63119 or fax to 314/984-0820. No
fees.


